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This report covers the period of 1 May through 31 
October 2007, but reports cumulative totals from 
December 2004 onwards.   
 
In a world of global challenges, continued poverty, inequity, 
and increasing vulnerability to disasters and disease, the 
International Federation with its global network, works to 
accomplish its Global Agenda, partnering with local 
community and civil society to prevent and alleviate human 
suffering from disasters, diseases and public health 
emergencies.   

 
SRCS volunteers chlorinate a water source in 
Bosaso to prevent acute watery diarrhoea. 
German Red Cross/ Dr. Robert Petzhold. 

 

In brief  
Executive Summary: In Eastern Africa, the countries most affected by the tsunami were Somalia and the 
Seychelles. The tsunami hit Somalia with no warning approximately seven hours after the devastating 
earthquake struck Asia.  
 
In Somalia, partnerships with operational organizations (such as UN agencies, and local and international NGOs) 
during the emergency phase were essential in the coordination of relief aid. In addition to provision of health 
care services, in which Somali Red Crescent Society (SRCS) has long-standing experience in Somalia, capacity 
building of the national society to prepare and respond to disasters was emphasized in the post-emergency phase. 
This included conducting vulnerability and capacity assessments (VCAs) in selected branches, training staff and 
volunteers in disaster management, and revitalizing the community-based first aid (CBFA) project. Formation of 
disaster response teams is planned to take place in 2008 at national level as well as at other selected branches. 
Acute diarrhoea was reported in all the zones (with two cases confirmed as cholera in Galkayo) and the 
Federation supported SRCS branches and volunteers in their response. Tsunami programme implementation has 
been affected by insecurity and political unrest in the programme area. 
 
American Red Cross contributed an additional USD 1,280,395 (CHF 1,556,960) covering a three-year period up 
to 19 March 2010 for the programmes in Somalia.  
 



At the time of the tsunami, the Seychelles Red Cross Society (SRCS) was a small but active community-based 
organization which was primarily governance-driven. The national society responded quickly despite its limited 
capacity at the time. Early assessments were carried out and through local donations, relief distributions began 
within a few days of the disaster.   
 
The SRCS staff and volunteers worked effectively with partners to facilitate emergency relief activities for 
affected communities.  The national society benefited greatly from this exposure and is now challenged with 
these increased expectations from the community and the government. The national society, which is now an 
active participant of the national disaster preparedness committee has helped in the drafting of the national 
disaster plan which is currently awaiting government approval. 
 
The national society’s headquarters in Seychelles was damaged in the tsunami, and has since been operating 
from rented properties. The government has pledged a portion of land for the use of the national society to build 
office premises. With the help of the Federation, the Hong Kong branch of the China Red Cross Society and the 
French Red Cross, the SRCS has begun work on a new headquarters building and warehouse on the main island 
of Mahé. The warehouse will house emergency stock which will be available for deployment in Seychelles as 
well as within the wider Indian Ocean Islands (IOI) region. 
 
In Seychelles, the increased responsibility of the national society vis-a-vis the government and the public, means 
that the SRCS has had to re-address its operating method. Through the Federation’s appeal, the SRCS was able 
to recruit additional technical staff and volunteers, facilitating the increased level of national society activities in 
the country. The SRCS is aware that it must be receptive to the ongoing restructuring of its operating framework. 
The Federation’s Asia-Pacific zone office is committed to helping the SRCS in its restructuring and capacity 
building efforts. 
 
Click here for the Global Tsunami 3 Year Progress Report and collective Red Cross and Red 
Crescent financial report 
Click here for other Tsunami Semi-annual Reports by country
Click here for a list of national societies currently involved in the tsunami operation 
 

Operational Overview  
 
Somalia 

 
Map courtesy of UNDP 

 
As the tsunami struck the north-eastern coastline of Somalia 
on 26 December 2004, it left behind an estimated 300 people 
dead. Over 100 remain unaccounted for and are presumed 
dead. Overall, some 15,000 people were affected.  
 
The eastern regions of Bender Beila, Hafun, Eyl and 
Gara’ad in Puntland were the most affected. SRCS staff and 
volunteers from Nugal, Mudug and Bari regions were the 
first to provide initial emergency response. The Federation’s 
special representative to the secretary general for the 
tsunami operation visited the affected areas in April 2005. 
He met and encouraged SRCS volunteers, the majority of 
whom had never before been involved in an emergency 
operation of such magnitude.  
 
Periodic insecurity has affected access to some of the areas 
covered by the programme. Conflict and chronic insecurity 
in south/central zone continued to be a major constraint to 
implementation of activities in the branches covered by the 
tsunami programme in those areas of the country.  
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http://www.ifrc.org/cgi/pdf_appeals.pl?04/280463-Tsunami-3YR-EN.pdf
http://www.ifrc.org/where/reg_spcrep.asp?txtRegion=44


In 2006, travel to Puntland was restricted due to violence following reactions to the cartoons in a Danish 
newspaper depicting the Prophet Mohammed and conflict between Puntland State and forces of the Union of 
Islamic Courts (UIC). The security situation in Puntland in 2007 remains unpredictable, at times restricting travel 
outside the regional towns. 
In May 2007, CARE International aid workers were hijacked and held hostage for several days. This 
necessitated international aid workers to use armed escort when travelling to remote areas. Recently renewed  
conflict between Puntland and Somaliland authorities over their boundary demarcation in the Sool region has 
also affected implementation of some activities in those areas. 
 
Other hazards such as recurrent drought and floods impacted some parts of the programme areas. More efforts 
were diverted to respond to the acute watery diarrhoea outbreak that hit all the three zones of Somalia over 
recent months. 
 
Seychelles 
 
Support to the Federation’s appeal was received from (among others) the Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation (SDC), the Hong Kong branch of the China Red Cross and Swedish Red Cross.  The German, 
Spanish and French Red Cross, as well as the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) have given 
bilateral assistance.  Along with the Federation appeal, this has led to staff numbers increasing to a total of eight 
technical staff and an upgrade in disaster response and recovery stock and equipment. The NS has a good 
volunteer base which has been effective in distribution, clean-up operations and follow-up visits to the affected 
population.  Subsequent mobilization of volunteers for disaster preparedness remains a challenge.  
 
One of the key challenges is to upgrade facilities for the two branches on Praslin and La Digue. This includes 
appropriate office and storage space, equipment and more trained volunteers. It is expected that these branches 
will become more self-sufficient and be able to expand their programme. There is also a need to improve 
volunteer management in terms of database, deployment in emergency situations and radio communications. 

As a functional national society and in line with its objective of strengthening its capacity, the national society is 
constantly building the capacity of its staff and volunteers in different aspects. Both staff and volunteers are 
being trained in small- and medium-scale disaster preparedness and response at national and Indian Ocean region 
level.  

Despite the initial reluctance of the government to work with the national society in the early stages of the 
disaster, relationships have greatly improved. The national society has subsequently been invited to sit on the 
national disaster committee and has been at the forefront of the setting up of the national disaster plan. 
 
The implementation of activities has, however, been hampered by some internal issues. The NS has and 
continues to address these issues to ensure more effective programme implementation in the future.  Key 
developments include the recruitment of the secretary general and a finance coordinator.  A closer working 
relationship with the government has highlighted the need to define and formalize the auxiliary role of the 
national society.  
 
Federation-wide achievements
 

Total Programmatic Performance Indicators  
Somalia Seychelles 

N/A1Number of persons reached by Int’l Federation and partners 708
Number of persons reached by community-based health services 273,658 N/A
Number of community structures built or rehabilitated 10 12
Number of households reached by asset replacement or N/A 60

                                                      
1 Although detailed information on health is available, it is difficult to define who else was reached in total by non-health 
interventions and activities. 
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enhancement 
Number of national societies (PNS and HNS) working in country 3 4
Number of national societies planning to exit in the next 6 
months 

0 1

Figures represent progress achieved up to 31 October 2007 
 
Click here for a table showing quantitative analysis of the tsunami operation by performance 
indicators 
 

Disaster Management 
 
Somalia 
 
A public health in emergencies (PHE) workshop was held in Boroma, Somaliland on 24-31 August 2007. A total 
of 36 SRCS staff participants drawn from Puntland, Somaliland, and South and Central zone were trained on 
disaster management, disaster response tools and public health issues during emergencies.  A field exercise was 
carried out as part of the workshop in Boon village, where SRCS runs a clinic with support from the Federation. 
The workshop was organized by Somali Red Crescent Society and the Federation Somalia delegation, with 
additional support and facilitation from the Federation East Africa zone office and the Geneva health 
department. ICRC and WHO representatives also participated. 
 
Before the tsunami struck, several key SRCS 
staff and volunteers had just received initial 
training on vulnerability and capacity 
assessment (VCA). The skills acquired were 
instrumental during the initial assessment and 
response. Further VCA training for staff and 
volunteers and pilot exercises were carried out 
in Galkayo and Burao branches in 2006. Similar 
training and exercises have since been 
replicated in Jowhar, Beletweyn, Baidoa, 
Garowe, Lasanood, Erigavo and Berbera 
branches. A total of 177 volunteers from these 
branches have been trained on VCA and 
participated in practical exercises in a selected 
district of each branch. 
 
Based on the prior and pilot VCA training and 
exercises, a VCA curriculum and trainers’ guide 
was developed and produced. These documents 
have been revised with further experiences from 
various branches that have undertaken VCA, and then translated into the Somali language for better and broader 
adoption.  

 
Somali Red Crescent Society volunteers and community members 
analysing VCA information in Bursala village, Galkayo, Somalia. 
International Federation/ Tom Musili. 
 

 
A nine-day community-based first aid (CBFA) training of trainers (ToT) session was completed in Hargeisa in 
April 2007. Up to 25 volunteers from Somali Red Crescent Society branches participated in the training. Disaster 
management, community-based first aid and volunteer managers from Burao, Galkayo, Lasanod and Jowhar 
branches also participated, together with the disaster management officers from the Mogadishu and Hargeisa 
coordination offices. The workshop was facilitated by SRCS first aid trainers and national health officers with 
support of the Federation delegation health and disaster management teams. A training timetable for community-
based first aid training was developed. An assortment of CBFA materials was dispatched to the three affected 
zones in Somalia. These included stretchers, first aid kits, CBFA jackets and caps, blankets and public address 
systems; these will be used as training materials as well as during a disaster response.  
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Seychelles 
 
Early assessments and response meant that the Seychelles Red Cross Society was effective in its immediate 
relief efforts.  
 
The national society showed good ability to identify and assess the needs of affected populations and distributed 
non-food items accordingly. It assisted the residents of 12 damaged properties through the replacement and 
distribution of new doors and basic household items. It also helped 60 fishermen in replacing livelihood 
equipment damaged during the tsunami. 
 
With the help of the Spanish Red Cross, the national society has set up a water rescue team which will serve 
communities, in particular, during holidays and special events. In an extensive one-week training of trainers 
course which covered practical and theoretical issues, 12 trainers were trained. To ensure sustainability and 
continuity of the programme, the rescue team is also equipped with life-saving gear, which includes two rescue 
boats. 
 
Although the national society benefited from 
increased visibility with the tsunami operations, it 
continues to use its communication network group to 
increase the dissemination and awareness of Red 
Cross Red Crescent Fundamental Principles 
throughout the country. Interest in the Seychelles as 
a disaster-prone region, has led to an increase in 
disaster preparedness stock procured by the Nairobi 
regional logistics unit. The Platform d’Intervention 
Régionale pour l’Ocean Indien (PIROI) has begun 
pre-positioning disaster preparedness stock on 
Mahé. This will be completed by the end of 2007. 
The national society has also received two 4x4 
vehicles for its branches. The new fleet, combined 
with the renting of a proper warehouse, as opposed 
to containers, has helped increase local capacity. The 
national society is now better equipped to deal with 
future disasters. 

Risk reductions in the community: Seychelles Red Cross 
Society volunteers working alongside police cadets in 
cleaning up a home for the elderly. Red Cross Society of 
Seychelles/Marie-May Bastienne. 

 

Health and Care  
 
Somalia 
 
Supervisory, monitoring and evaluation visits to Nugal general hospital continued at regular intervals by a joint 
health team from the Federation’s Somalia delegation and Somali Red Crescent Society. Quarterly medical 
supplies, staff remuneration and capacity building continued in the reporting period. The SRCS mother and child 
health clinics/outpatient department clinics (MCH/OPD) in tsunami-affected communities also continued to 
receive regular support. Cases that the clinics could not handle in the affected districts were referred to the Nugal 
general hospital, being the only referral health facility in that area of Puntland. 
 
Acute diarrhoea was also reported in all the zones with two cases confirmed as cholera in Galkayo. SRCS 
volunteers with Federation support were actively involved in water source chlorination, distribution of clean 
water and oral rehydration salts (ORS), and household/community health education activities in Burao, Borama, 
Hargeisa, Bosasso, Garowe and Galkayo. The volunteers ensured coordination of the activities with other 
stakeholders including the ministry of health, UNICEF, WHO.  
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A complete cholera kit for 1,000 cases was sent to Galkayo and another one to Somaliland for use in the 
response activities. Extra supplies, especially fluids, were also sent to Nugal general hospital in response to the 
acute watery diarrhoea outbreak in the town of Garowe. 
 
After the emergency phase of the tsunami, a water and sanitation team from the Federation’s zone office, 
Somalia delegation and SRCS carried out an assessment in the tsunami-hit districts. The assessment mission 
recommended the upgrading of the damaged water facilities, promotion of hygiene and sanitation and 
rehabilitation of MCH/OPD clinics. A training-of-trainers workshop on participatory hygiene and sanitation 
transformation (PHAST) was conducted for 35 Somali Red Crescent Society staff and volunteers from all 
Puntland branches. The trainers then began training the affected communities on hygiene promotion, data 
collection and analysis on hygiene and sanitation activities. 
 
Seychelles 
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A medical disaster team, comprising paramedics, 
nurses and doctors was organized and trained by the 
NS’s DM department in collaboration with the 
Spanish, Japanese and French national societies.  
The medical team was trained in health and safety 
emergencies as well as trauma care.  As an extension 
of its medical team, the national society has 
established a blood donor recruitment programme, 
disseminating information on blood donation, donor 
recruitment and HIV/AIDS.   

In collaboration with the ministry of health, the 
SRCS ambulance assisted in responding to 
emergencies such as car accidents. 

 
Collaborating with local partners for the medical disaster 

 team: Over 30 people from the ministry of health, police 
department and Seychelles Red Cross Society volunteers took Cross-cutting Issues  part in the training.  Red Cross Society of Seychelles/ Cedrck 
Francourt.  

Somalia 
 
Construction of an Somali Red Crescent Society volunteers’ club (Naadiga Mutadawicinta) in the Galkayo 
branch was completed during the second quarter of 2007. The club will be a meeting point for volunteers to plan 
activities and carry out training as well as offer internet services, a cafeteria and recreational activities to assist 
volunteers in generating income to support their activities. Similar volunteer clubs for Boroma, Bossasso, 
Erigavo, Garowe, Hargeisa and Berbera branches will be implemented in the next reporting period. 
 
In March 2007, SRCS health planning meeting was held in Hargeisa. The main purpose of the meeting was to 
bring together SRCS branch secretaries, health team and disaster management staff for planning and review as 
well as explore how to work together to improve branch response activities. The integration of health, disaster 
management and branch development initiatives is crucial to SRCS’s ambitions of scaling up its volunteer 
interventions in coming years. 
 
Seychelles 
 
The increase in disaster preparedness activities of the Seychelles Red Crescent Society has meant that it was 
unable to adhere to all the requirements associated with an increase in capacity in the short-term. However, 
financial and other reporting requirements have shown great improvement.  
 
Dissemination remains one of the core programmes of the SRCS. The national society is committed to informing 
and educating communities on the Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross, as a means of alleviating the 
suffering of vulnerable communities and protecting human life and dignity.  The national society integrates 
dissemination within its other programmes and activities. 
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Host National Society Development  
 
Somalia 
 
Having been trained, SRCS volunteers and staff are better prepared to respond to emergencies and actively 
participated in activities in the response to acute watery diarrhoea in all the zones. They were also involved in 
provision of first aid to the wounded and the disposal of cadavers during the heightened conflict in Mogadishu. 
Their response skills will be further improved through training and drills. 
 
The VCA exercises have been instrumental in engaging with communities at district level and enhancing 
beneficiary contribution to the planning of potential programmes such as the enhanced CBFA in action 
programme. 
 
In strengthening the national society’s disaster management capacity, SRCS established a disaster management 
director position based in the Mogadishu coordination office to be responsible overall for all disaster 
management matters in the national society. A disaster management officer based in the Hargeisa coordination 
office will assist by overseeing the implementation of disaster management programmes and activities in 
Somaliland. In line with the Federation’s commitment to support the national society to fully put into operation 
its volunteer management guidelines disaster management/CBFA/volunteer managers for Galkayo, Jowhar, 
Lasanod, Erigavo, Beletweyne, Baidoa and Burao branches were recruited. 
 
Communication of response and preparedness information to the communities, coordination offices and other 
partners has improved since the installation of radios in branch outreach vehicles used for monitoring with the 
assistance of the Federation regional IT department in March 2005. Computers were also purchased or upgraded 
for the Garowe and Bossasso branches, and digital cameras were provided by the Federation to the SRCS 
coordination offices and all the branches. 
 
Seychelles 
 
Increased partner interest in the region has led to the escalation of Red Cross activities, especially in the 
Seychelles. This has led to an increased need for funding, which still needs to be met, to improve the capacity of 
the national society.  With the support of the German, Spanish and French Red Cross, five additional staff 
members were recruited.  These included officers for logistics, finance, administration and health respectively. 
The Federation is also funding the salaries of a new secretary general, recruited in December 2006 and a disaster 
management coordinator. 
 
The national society has begun work on the construction of a new headquarters and warehouse on land pledged 
by the government, following the tsunami.  The delay in recruiting the secretary general, who has overall 
responsibility for overseeing the project implementation, means construction has been slow.  Thus, a large 
portion of allocated funds remains unspent.  The government has also pledged a portion of land for a branch 
office on the island of Praslin.  The SRCS will now have to secure funding for the construction of this branch 
office. 
 
By becoming a major player in disaster preparedness in the Seychelles, the national society has had to rethink its 
strategies and role in the country.  Increasing its staff base and activities has meant greater accountability 
requirements.  The SRCS has improved its accounting system to address the added requirements, the effects of 
which have been seen in improved recording and reporting. The lack of economic development, however, has 
hampered the national society’s ability to generate in-country funds. The training of the finance manager in 
fundraising and sponsorship in October 2007 will help the SRCS to address this issue in future.  
 
While gender and development issues may not necessarily be a major concern in Seychelles, the national society 
faces the challenge of maintaining a gender perspective in its leadership.  
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Working as a Movement  
 
Somalia 
 
The Federation delegation in Somalia continued to work closely with Somali Red Crescent Society in 
implementing the programmes and strengthening its cooperation with the ICRC, UN agencies, international 
organizations and its donors. The reinforced Red Cross Red Crescent Movement coordination structures ensured 
continued regular Movement meetings with SRCS, the Federation, ICRC and partner national societies with 
interests in Somalia. The Federation delegation continued to work closely with other organizations in the 
programme implementation to share information and experience both on ongoing and planned projects. SRCS 
and the Federation continue to be active members of the coordination of international support to Somalis (CISS) 
body and also to take part in the field coordination meetings organized by the Somali zone health authorities 
with the involvement of other state and humanitarian actors. 
 
The internal and external coordination ensured uniformity of programming, coordinated approach and 
integration of programme components leading to minimal duplication of efforts and enhanced efficient use of 
resources.  
 
Seychelles 
 
Support from the German, Spanish and French Red Cross has ensured that the Seychelles Red Cross Society has 
started strengthening its operational and disaster management capacity. This has been supplemented by support 
from the sub-zonal office in Mauritius and the zone office in Nairobi. As an ongoing capacity building 
mechanism, the national society needs to capitalize on the resources provided by Movement partners. 
 
The stocking of material will help with more effective and rapid intervention by volunteers. This, however, 
needs to be combined with an effective mobilization strategy.   
 

Looking Forward 
 
Somalia 
 
The Federation will continue to work closely with the SRCS in implementing its programmes in the coming 
years and conduct supervisory monitoring and evaluation visits to ensure programmes progress according to 
plan. Support to the network of mother and child health clinics/outpatient department clinics and Nugal general 
hospital in Garowe and the rehabilitation of clinics and hospital facilities continue. SRCS health staff and 
volunteers will be provided with more training to develop and strengthen their capacity while VCA training and 
full exercises in the remaining SRCS branches are expected. Water and sanitation projects are expected to be 
implemented in Puntland. 
 
To further increase disaster preparedness capacities of the national society, emergency response team (ERT) 
training and the formation of response teams at the national level and in selected branches are planned for next 
year. The CBFA in action programme will be expanded with the procurement of equipment and information, 
education and communication (IEC) materials for action teams under this programme, and disaster preparedness 
training for staff and volunteers.   
 
Seychelles 
 
The Federation’s sub-zonal office for the Indian Ocean Islands in Mauritius will continue to assist the national 
society in the planning and implementation of their programmes and strategies as well as ensuring effective 
reporting requirements. The Federation will work closely with the Seychelles Red Cross Society in its objective 
to integrate disaster management and health as one aspect in future planning.   
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The national society is committed to increasing its disaster preparedness capacity and becoming more active in 
the Seychelles by working with government and local actors. Plans are also in place for disaster preparedness 
training for the increased volunteer base. The setting up of an improved headquarters and warehouse will ensure 
that there is better storage of necessary disaster response equipment and relief stock piles.  This is in line with the 
SRCS’s strategy to build up on its existing capacity.  While there has been an improvement in defining the roles 
and responsibilities of governance and management, some issues still need to be addressed to ensure a more 
effective implementation of programmes. 
 
 
Contact information: 
For further information specifically related to the tsunami operation, please contact: 
 
Somalia: 
• Somali Red Crescent Society: Dr Ahmed Mohammed Hassan, president, email: srcsnai@bishacas.org; phone: 

+254 20 2713368. 
• Ed Cooper, head of Federation Somalia delegation, email: ed.cooper@ifrc.org; phone: +254 20 2835132, fax: 

+254 20 2718415. 
• Dr. Asha Mohammed, head of Federation Eastern Africa zone, Nairobi; email: asha.mohammed@ifrc.org; 

telephone + 254.20.283.51.24; fax + 254.20.271.27.77 
 
Seychelles: 
• Seychelles Red Cross Society: Jeanine Grandcourt (secretary-general) email: sgredcross@seychelles.sc; 

phone: +248 324 646 
• Susanna Cunningham, head of Federation Indian Ocean Islands sub-zonal office; email: 

susanna.cunningham@ifrc.org; phone: +230 454 7532 
 
Federation secretariat in Geneva:  
• Jerry Talbot, special representative for the tsunami operation; email: jerry.talbot@ifrc.org; phone: 

+41.22.730.4231,  
• Priya Nair, grants officer (tsunami unit), email: priya.nair@ifrc.org; phone: +41 22 730 4295 
• Matthew Cochrane, media and public relations officer; email: matthew.cochrane@ifrc.org; phone: +41 22 

730 4426; mobile: +41 79 308 9804 
• Oscar Vispo, tsunami operations web communications officer; email: oscar.vispo@ifrc.org; phone: +41 22 

730 4570 
 
Asia Pacific Zone in Kuala Lumpur- phone +60 3 21 61 0892; fax: +60 3 2161 1210 
• Chee Keong Chew, acting head of zone PMER unit, ext 300; email: cheekeong.chew@ifrc.org  
• Umadevi Selvarajah, head of zone finance unit, ext 140; email: umadevi.selvarajah@ifrc.org 
• Karl O’Flaherty, tsunami finance coordinator, ext 613; email: karl.oflaherty@ifrc.org 
• Igor Dmitryuk, head of regional logistics unit, ext 600; email: igor.dmitryuk@ifrc.org 
 
 
 

Click here to return to title page. 
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FIGURE 1: Analysis of programmatic performance indicators for East Africa 
    

Total NSs Totals Secretariat totals Ind. 
No. 

Programmatic Performance Indicators 
Somalia Seychelles Somalia Seychelles Somalia Seychelles 

  
  

1 
Overall estimated number of persons reached by 
International Federation and partners (using coverage 
methodology only, not by sector) 

N/A 708 N/A 708  0   

  
  Health & care including water & sanitation 

infrastructure 
        

  

4 
No. of persons certified or skilled in community based first 
aid (including psychosocial) by gender where possible 

31  31      

  

5 
No. of persons reached by community-based health 
services, by gender where possible 

273,658  273,658      

  
Operational/In Use 12  12        
Completed 16  16        
Under Construction N/Ap   N/Ap   N/Ap      

Hospitals & Clinics built 
or rehabilitated 

Planned 1  1        
6 

Total number of hospitals & clinics to be provided 171  17      
  

  Shelter & community construction           
Operational/In Use 14 12 2 12       

Completed 16 12 4 12       
In progress 2  2        

Other community 
structures built or 
rehabilitated 

Planned 4  4        
10 

Total number of other community structure to be 
provided 

222 12 10 12     
  

  Livelihoods           
11 No. of households reached by asset replacement or 

enhancement 
N/Ap 60 N/Ap 60 N/Ap 0   

  
  Disaster Management              

                                                 
1 Somalia: Refers to the rehabilitation of hospitals. 
2 Refers to the provision of volunteer clubs in Somalia. 



% of population covered by International Federation early 
warning interventions 

30% 25% 30% 20% 30% 30%   
  

14 
% of population targeted (planned) for coverage 

International Federation early warning interventions 

30% N/A 30% N/A N/Ap N/A   

  
17 % of population covered by pre-positioned stocks 3%  3%  N/Ap   

  
        

  
Totals No. Programme support and coordination 

Somalia Seychelles 
   

  

18 
% of projects that conform to joint key decisions (e.g. 

beneficiary selection, livelihoods standards etc.) Specific 
joint decisions to be determined at the country level 

100% 100%    

  
% of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations able to adhere 
to joint operational decisions the majority of the time (e.g. 

security guidelines, 

100%     

  
# of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations working in 

country (operational) 
3 4    

  
# of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations contributing to 

the report this period 
3 1    

  
# of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations newly arrived 

this reporting period  
0     

  
# of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations exiting this 

reporting period 
0 3    

  

19 

# of Red Cross Red Crescent organizations with plans to 
exit in the next 6 months 

0 1    
  

  Beneficiary & Community Participation       
  

20 
Estimated PERCENTAGE of projects with one or more 
forms of local participation3

100% N/A    

  
  Sustainability         
21 % of projects with a sustainability plan or documented exit 

strategy 
N/A     

  
     

                                                 
3 Degrees of beneficiary participation are defined as follows: (1) Gather information – Beneficiaries provide information to project planners; (2) Consult – Beneficiaries 
comment on different project options; (3) Actively participate – Beneficiaries design the interventions and participate in implementation; (4) Empower beneficiaries to 
participate – Beneficiaries design the interventions, participate in implementation, assess performance and are trained and encouraged to continue to act on their own in the 
future. 



 FIGURE 2: Analysis of knowledge sharing and active learning performance indicators 
 

 Knowledge sharing and active learning   

 
  Total Health & Care Shelter & 

Community 
Construction 

Disaster 
Management 

Livelihoods Emergency Relief Cross- , multi-
sector or other 

  
 By Country Somalia Seychel

les Somalia Seychel
les Somalia Seychel

les Somalia Seychel
les Somalia Seychel

les Somalia Seychel
les Somalia Seychel

les   

 

Number of 
evaluations, 
reviews or 

formal 
assessments 
completed or 
in-process 

this period 

10 2 1    9 1   1 1   

  

 

Number of 
evaluations, 

reviews, 
formal 

assessments 
planned for 

next period 

12 2 2    10 1    1   

  

 

New technical 
documents 

available from 
International 
Federation 
this period 
(evaluation 

reports, 
lessons 
learned 
reports, 
sectoral 

guidelines, 
tools, policies 
etc.) by type 

by NS 

    1.      
Psycholo
gical 
support 
mannual   
2.     
Health 
Strategy   
3. 
HIV/Aids 
Strategy
. 

Eg. 
Commun
ity 
mobilizat
ion tool 
kit 
(Australi
an Red 
Cross) 

  1. VCA 
Curriculu
m             
2. VCA 
Trainers 
Guide 

2     CBFA in 
action 
draft 
manual 

 

  



 

Knowledge 
sharing/active 

learning 
events 

underway or 
completed 

(involving one 
or more Red 
Cross Red 
Crescent 

actor) this 
reporting 
period, by 

type by Red 
Cross Red 
Crescent 
society 

           1       CBFA 
study 
visit to 
Myanma
r Red 
Cross 
Society 

 

  

 

Knowledge 
sharing/active 

learning 
events 

planned for 
next period 

by the 
national 
society 

         Study 
visit with 
in East 
Africa 

          

  
           
 Other data points to be included:      

 

List of Red Cross Red Crescent Societies working/operational in country during reporting period: 
 

Somalia:  
Somali Red Crescent Society 
German Red Cross 
Norwegian Red Cross 
 

Seychelles: 
Spanish Red Cross 
German Red Cross 
French Red Cross 
Seychelles Red Cross Society 
       

 

List of Red Cross Red Crescent Societies that contributed to this report in this reporting period: 
 
Somalia: 
Somali Red Crescent Society, German Red Cross 
 

 
Seychelles: 
Seychelles Red Cross Society  

 
 
      



       
 



ANNEX 1: Notes and methodology regarding the programmatic performance indicators 
 
The following is a summary of the methodology used for programmatic performance indicators captured in 
this three-year progress report.  
 
Overall estimated number of persons reached by International Federation and partners 
 
To collect beneficiary data (numbers reached), communities (e.g. villages) served by the various Red Cross 
Red Crescent societies, have been noted, using the corresponding population data. At this time this is the 
most reliable method to count beneficiaries while limiting double counting, particularly when numerous 
Red Cross Red Crescent partners are working in a given country.  Most countries have disaggregated data 
down to a sub-district or down to a divisional level. In each country, the secretariat has checked with the 
national statistical office or the UN post-Humanitarian Information Centre for population data 
disaggregated by the lowest divisional level possible. 
 
Red Cross and Red Crescent societies then note the names of the villages or divisions where they are 
working (including external organizations, agencies etc. funded by National Societies).  The secretariat 
staff in the country office has taken the final list of villages (single entry i.e. each village listed only once), 
entered the corresponding population data and totalled the amount. The local Red Cross or Red Crescent 
society then included additional names of villages where they are implementing projects that are not 
supported in-country by a partner society, since these numbers have already been captured.  For national 
programmes such as early warning, only those areas (villages, sub-districts etc.) where the programme is 
fully operational (that which Red Cross Red Crescent is responsible for) has been listed.  
 
Health and Care including Water and Sanitation 
 
Number of persons with access to an improved water source (temporary and permanent settlements) 
 
• Improved water sources are:   household connection, public standpipe, borehole, protected dug well, 

protected spring, rainwater 
• Not improved are: unprotected well, unprotected spring, vendor-provided water, bottled water (based on 

concerns about the quantity of water supplied, not the quality), tanker-provided water 
 
Access to an “improved source” is considered to provide at least 20 litres per capita per day at a distance of 
no more than 1,000 metres from the home.  
Source: WHO and UNICEF, Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative, and 
http:milleniumindicators.un.org.  
 
To calculate the number of persons with improved access, the catchment areas for the water system 
provided or rehabilitated have been noted and summed up. Finally, following the same methodology, 
partners have noted the numbers targeted for access to an improved water source in the future (planned). 
 
Number of persons with access to improved waste management facilities or improved latrines (built 
to SPHERE standards) 
 
This is the number of persons potentially served by newly built or rehabilitated latrines and waste 
management facilities.  Only people benefiting from latrines that are built or rehabilitated to Sphere 
standards have been included. 
 
Number of persons ‘certified’ or skilled in community-based first aid (including psychosocial first 
aid) by gender where possible 
 
This is the number of persons who have successfully completed community-based first aid training.  At a 
minimum, Red Cross and Red Crescent societies have counted numbers trained using training records.   
 
Hospitals and clinics built or rehabilitated 
 



This indicator has been disaggregated as follows: 
• Numbers of hospitals and clinics built or rehabilitated – numbers built will include those that are 

now finished or nearly finished (but services are being provided); for numbers rehabilitated include 
only those whereby the rehabilitation is totally complete 

• Number completed that are operational – the indicator needs to capture the number in which the 
government is able to complete its commitments thereby making the structure usable. For other 
issues, such as barriers to access – these should be noted in the narrative. 

• Numbers of hospitals and clinics under construction – merely note the number in which significant 
work building or rehabilitating has begun. 

• Numbers of hospitals and clinics planned for the future – this is the number targeted for the future, 
for which significant plans have already been developed. 

• Total number of hospitals and clinics to be provided – this is the total number summing those built, 
under construction and planned (do not include operational as this would be double counting). 

 
Shelter and Community Construction 
 
Transitional shelters built 
 
This indicator will be disaggregated as follows: 

• Number of shelters completed - this is the number of transitional shelters completed (even if not 
yet occupied). Completed implies that most of the construction has been done and signed off on, 
the certificate of ownership has been issued (if applicable) and that the dwelling is habitable.  

• Number of shelters completed that are occupied/utilized – this is the number of shelters that were 
completed and are now occupied or being utilized (e.g. for business purposes). 

• Number of shelters under construction – this is the number of transitional shelters under 
construction but not yet completed. 

• Number of shelters planned – this is the number of transitional shelters which remain to be built by 
the Red Cross Red Crescent or funded by the Red Cross Red Crescent but built by other partners. 

• Total number of shelters to be provided – this is the total number of transitional shelters to be 
provided (summing built, under construction and planned). 

 
Permanent houses built 
 
This indicator will be disaggregated as follows: 

• Number of houses completed - this is the number of homes that were built, rebuilt or otherwise 
rehabilitated (but not necessarily occupied). Built implies that most of the work is done and the 
home is habitable and that handover has occurred. 

• Number of houses occupied – this is the total number of homes verified to be occupied. 
• Number of houses under construction – this is the number of homes that are intended to be built or 

rehabilitated and some form of work has already begun. This would not include the government 
designating an area for building (but no survey work or site planning begun). 

• Number of houses planned – this is the number of permanent houses which remain to be built by 
the Red Cross Red Crescent or funded by the Red Cross Red Crescent, but built by other partners. 

• Total number of houses to be provided – this is the total number of permanent houses to be 
provided summing the numbers completed, under construction and planned.  Does not include the 
number occupied as this would be double-counting. 

 
Schools built or rehabilitated 
 
This indicator will be disaggregated as follows: 

• Number of schools built/rehabilitated – this is the number of schools built or rehabilitated. These 
are complete enough that the school can, and is being used. 

• Number of schools built/rehabilitated that are operational/in-use – this is the number of schools 
that are fully functioning. 

• Number of schools in progress –  this is the number of schools to be built or rehabilitated that have 
begun the process, with some form of preparatory work at least. 



• Number of schools to be built or rehabilitated (planned) – this is the total number of schools that 
remain to be built or rehabilitated. 

• Total number of schools to be provided – this is the total number of schools to be provided 
summing the numbers completed, under construction/rehabilitation and planned (but not 
operational/in use as this would be double-counting). 

 
Other community facilities built or rehabilitated 
 
Methodology similar to above has been applied. 
 
Livelihoods 
 
Number of households reached by asset replacement or enhancement 
 
Households are defined as the collection of individuals and family members living under the same roof 
(even though several families may live there).  Households have been counted, not families or individuals 
even if the assets provided did not serve the needs of the entire household. This has not included 
households that have received grants, loans or some other form of cash - these have been captured in a 
separate indicator. The scope of the asset has provided some guidance on which households to include. For 
example, some fisherman were given large, multi-day boats to help re-employ those who formerly worked 
on such boats. Hence the intervention intended to assist the person who received the boat as well as those 
who would be employed on the boat. In this instance, the person who received the boat (one household) has 
been counted as well as those employed on the boat (x number of households). However, other indirect 
beneficiaries such as persons who provide ice or transport services to enable the fisherman to get their 
products to market have not been counted. 
 
Number of households that have received livelihoods support grants 
 
This is the number of households that have directly received some form of financial support. Those who 
have indirectly benefited from the financial support have not been included.  Asset or in-kind support has 
not been included as well, as this has been captured in indicator 10. 
 
Percentage of (or no.) reporting improved, diversified, or stabilized income 
 
Not all partners in all countries have been able to report on this indicator (in which case N/A for not 
available is written, but only after considering a modified version of the indicator).  The numerator is the 
number of households reporting improved, diversified or stabilized income and the denominator is the 
previous indicator, number of households that have received support grants or loans.   
 
Disaster Management 
 
Percentage of population covered by Red Cross Red Crescent early warning interventions 
 
The numerator equals the percentage of the population whereby Red Cross Red Crescent early warning 
interventions have been implemented; the denominator is the total population that will be covered by Red 
Cross Red Crescent early warning systems (planned). 
 
This indicator refers to the portion of the population covered by early warning systems that the Red Cross 
Red Crescent is responsible for.  If interventions are localized, then the Red Cross or Red Crescent societies 
would report the catchment areas where the interventions are fully functional (recognizing that early 
warning interventions require considerable effort to maintain and sustain).  If it is part of a national 
programme, then use the population of those villages where Red Cross Red Crescent has carried out the 
main interventions. 
 
Number and percentage of buildings built meeting or exceeding local hazard resistant standards 
 



The numerator equals the percentage of buildings (schools, shelters, houses etc.) that meet or exceed local 
hazard resistance standards; the denominator is the total number of schools, shelters, houses etc built noted 
earlier.  
 
This indicator will be disaggregated as follows: 1) schools, 2) temporary shelters, 3) permanent houses, 4) 
other buildings. 
 
Percentage of population covered by pre-positioned stocks 
 
The numerator is the number of persons covered by pre-positioned stocks.  The denominator is the total 
population. 
 
NB:  Many Red Cross and Red Crescent societies and organizations have asked for this indicator, even 
though it may be challenging.  Regardless, it may be necessary to modify this indicator in one of several 
ways.  1)  It may be more realistic or accurate  to use a denominator of ‘at risk’ populations or 2) 
‘population of areas currently targeted by disaster preparedness interventions; or, at this point it may be 
easier for some countries to 3) merely count the number of persons that would be served by pre-positioned 
stocks.  Each country can decide which version of the indicator makes sense for their operations – as long 
as the indicator definition is agreed to by all members reporting within that country. Although this report 
tracks expenditure and achievements specific to tsunami operations, this indicator could capture results 
stemming from broader disaster preparedness programmes.   
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